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Conditions of report use: 

 

The report is the property of the sponsor and the author, who may publish it, in whole, provided that: 

 
1 That written approval is obtained from the author and that HilLand Environmental is 

acknowledged in the publication; 

 
2 That HilLand Environmental is indemnified against any claim for damages that may result 

from publication; 

 
3 The contents of this report may not be used for purposes of sale or publicity or advertisement 

without the prior written approval of HilLand Environmental. 

 
4 HilLand Environmental accepts no responsibility for failure to follow the recommended 

programme. 

 

5 HilLand Environmental accepts no responsibility for deviation or non-compliance of any 

specifications or guidelines provided in the report. 

 

6 All figures, plates and diagrams are copyrighted and may not be reproduced by any means, 

in any form, in part or whole. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this management and rehabilitation plan is to provide the background and 

methodology for the re-vegetation of the foredune system at the Waves, Keurboomstraand, 

following coastal erosion and the installation of sleeping protective measures.  

 

As dunes are ‘dynamic’, i.e. constantly changing in response to changes in wind and wave 

climate or sea level, they are able to supply sediment to the beach when it is needed in times of 

erosion, or store it when it is not (French, 2001). 

 

The anticipated sleeping protection measures will be installed along the critical section of the 

erosive dune in order to protect private property (coastal homes) and public infrastructure 

(Keurboomstrand road culvert and services) from the erosive effects of storm surge and dune 

collapse.  

 

The intent is that the sleeping protection forms the final protective measure in the event of high 

storm surge and wave undercutting, however the buffering effect of the hummock dunes and 

foredunes will be restored between the sleeping protection and the high-water mark so that the 

“normal” dune system can function in this area.   The beneficial role of dunes in their natural 

buffering effect needs to be enhanced between the sleeping protection and the high water 

mark in order to retain the natural buffering effect.  

 

This will include the normal erosion and accretion cycles of the sea, building up and taking away 

the dunes as well as the maintenance events of physically moving dune sand back onto the toe 

to cover the sleeping protection and revegetating this after storm events.  This process is known 

as beach nourishment and can at its extreme make use of imported sand through dredging 

sediments and pumping them back onto the beaches to create a new profile or to restore the 

natural functioning where sand source systems have been cut off.   Along the South African 

coastline most, if not all, of the natural headland bypass dune systems are no longer functional 

and the impact of this in the reduction of sand supply to adjacent beaches and subsequent 

beach erosion is being experienced along many sections of the coastline.  

 

This dune maintenance management plan will be in effect for not only the small section of the 

coast where the sleeping protection is installed,  but will serve to maintain the dunes in the stretch 

leading towards this portion where erosion is evident.  Building the dune and using its natural 

buffering effect being seen as enhancing the natural ecosystem services offered by dunes.  

 

  

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

For the purpose of this report it is assumed that ongoing maintenance takes place once the 

sleeping protection is already in place and approved by DEADP in terms of NEMA and that the 

initial dune rehabilitation will be that following the installation of the protective measures 

approved in the EA (either rock revetment or sand bag wall).   Ongoing maintenance will be the 

follow-up management of the dunes after any erosive cycle and will be ongoing until replaced 
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by a new rehabilitation plan or altered environmental authorisation as the case may be.  It 

should also be noted that the sand trapping should commence as soon as possible as this is the 

natural method that allows dunes to fulfil their buffering role.  

 

Pre-installation of the sleeping protection 

2.1 Initial plant rescue 

 

Critical to dune rehabilitation is the plant succession which naturally takes place along our 

coastal dunes.  Given time to occur naturally, hummock dunes form through the gradual 

build up of wind-blown sand above the high tide mark and colonisation of this sand takes 

place through dune pioneer species which begin to take root and establish themselves.   

 

This is an ongoing process which starts again from scratch after each dune erosion event 

where hummock dunes are washed away.   Again to stress that this is a natural dune building 

process that will take place irrespective of what activities are undertaken by management.  

 

The intent of this plan is to naturally simulate these conditions by planting the dune pioneer 

species harvested from the now forming hummock dunes prior to the earthworks that will 

take place to create the protective measures.  

 

All pioneer species from the hummock dunes within the area that is to be disturbed for the 

placement of the sleeping protection, need to be rescued from the working area prior to 

any earthworks taking place and these will be replanted within the newly created dune 

profile and along the accretion zone in accordance with the natural system of dune 

formation.  

 

Species to be rescued include (note not all these species may be present at the time that 

the work commences): 

· Amophila arenaria  

· Arctotheca populifolia 

· Cynancum elipticum 

· Gazania rigens 

· Passerina rigida 

· Rhoicissus digitata 

· Searcia crenata 

· Sporobolus virginicus 

· Tetragonia decumbens 
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2.2 Mechanical shaping 

After the excavation of dune sand in order to install the sleeping protective measures, 

the sand needs to be returned to the natural beach profile to cover the sleeping 

protection.  The rock revetment or sand bag slope (as finally approved by DEADP) 

needs to be totally covered with dune sand pushed back onto the slope to follow 

the natural dune topography.  

 

Sand needs to be built up to totally cover the sleeping protection from the material 

that was excavated to install the sleeping protection. 
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https://woodsholegroup.wordpress.com/2011/06/07/what-happens-to-a-nourished-beach-in-a-storm/ 

 

The above dune profile shows the benefits of sand as a natural beach nourishment 

and mechanism of reducing the erosive effect of storm surge and wave action.   

Through the sand trapping effect of dunes and the erosive action of waves, the sand 

available to the beach between the dunes and the intertidal zone should balance 

into a natural cycle. The larger sediment movement along the coast through the 

currents and counter currents, cusps and mega cusps will however in the long term 

remove sediment from the system along the coast in an easterly direction and this 

should be restored to the system from sediment moving along the coast from the 

west.  This rehabilitation plan cannot attempt to solve the disruption of the major sand 

sources to beaches through headland bypass systems no longer being effective and 

over time beaches reliant on sediment deposition are going to reduce and sand will 

over accumulate at the bases of the historic headland bypass systems resulting in 

growth of dunes and sand inundation problems.   

 

Based on the natural dune profile of the area and the erosion that has occurred to 

alter this natural profile, one can assume that the profile of the dunes will oscillate 

between that of an eroding dune which will emulate the Barrier dune and that of the 

Single Fixed dune with a managed inland area (homes).  
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Sand excavated out of the system to allow for the installation of the sleeping 

protection is to be pushed back onto the dune to recreate a natural profile.   

 

The newly shaped dunes need to be planted with the pioneer species rescued from 

site and these will require short term manual watering in order to ensure that they 

grow.  

 

After every storm erosion event when the sleeping protection becomes visible (rock 

or sand bag), sand should be returned to the dune zone mechanically (taken under 

ORV permit from the adjacent areas) or be allowed to accumulate again overtime 

as the natural deposition of sand takes place and the revegetation process started 

again.   

 

After subsequent erosion events there will not be a stock of rescued dune pioneer 

plants to make use of and either cuttings from adjacent areas need to be taken and 

used or seed collected used in the drift line of the newly shaped dune.  

 

2.3 Natural sand trapping 

 

The use of silt fences made up from stacked brushwood of alien species cleared from 

the adjacent dune areas placed in rows perpendicular to the prevailing SW winds 

will allow for the natural trapping of sand in the dune zone both in front of the sleeping 

protection and in either direction along the coast in front of the remaining natural 

dunes (behind the hummock dune line). This will enhance the natural formation of 

the hummock and fore dunes.  These sand traps should be placed along the drift line 

starting from the area seawards of the sleeping protection toe and heading in a 

westerly direction.  

 

Examples of various systems for encouraging sand accumulation in the photos 

below.  The preferred alternative would be that of brush packing as it is none invasive, 

requires no construction and will decompose over time.  Brushwood from alien 

clearing is readily available in the immediate area.  
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Silt fences to encourage sand accumulation 

 

 
Shade cloth fencing to encourage sand accumulation 
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brush packing to encourage sand accumulation 

 

2.4 Revegetation and irrigation 

Replanting the rescued dune pioneer species along the newly reshaped dune sand 

covering the sleeping protection will be required and a temporary irrigation supply 

from the adjacent homes will be required to ensure that the rescued material survives 

the initial shock of being replanted.  Temporary irrigation through portable hosepipes 

and sprinklers should be used during dry periods in the first 3 months of replanting.  

Placement of brushwood over the newly planted material will assist in providing 

shelter (acts as drift debris) and will assist in the trapping of sediment which coastal 

pioneer plants require in order to continue to grow and spread.  

 

2.5 Beach access pathways 

Beach access pathways via boardwalks are required to prevent any casual access 

down the dune which will destabilize the dune building efforts.  According to the 

municipal plans only the formal access pathways have approval for beach access 

pathways and these are to serve all the residences within The Waves (seafront and 

second row homes), private access from seafront properties are not lawful and 

should be removed.  

 

2.6 Responsibilities 

It must be noted that the responsibility for the dune management will fall on the HOA 

of The Waves in perpetuity.  Liaison with the Bitou Municipality prior to any work being 

undertaken is critical as their land is affected by the proposed sleeping protection 

and dune rehabilitation measures. Any work in the vicinity of the provincial road will 

require the intervention of the Provincial Roads Department.  
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2.7 Timing 

The intended timing of the rehabilitation works needs to be scheduled to take place 

immediately before (plant rescue) and after (physical installation) the 

implementation of the sleeping protection as it may be approved by DEADP.   

 

Should the sleeping protection not be approved by DEADP for any reason, it would 

be recommended to still continue with the silt trapping and dune rebuilding in order 

to continue to allow the dune to fulfil its natural buffer protective function.  

 

This would be ongoing and require regular follow-up and adaptive management.   

 

 

 

 

3. MONITORING 

Monitoring should comply with the requirements as set in the environmental authorisation and it is 

anticipated that a regular monitoring programme will be set up to ensure that the dune follow-up 

rehabilitation is undertaken after each storm event that causes damage to the dune and exposes 

the sleeping protection measures.  

 

Care must be taken to ensure that the dune is rehabilitated in the area where any heavy machinery 

accesses the beach if that is necessary.  

 

Obtaining an ORV permit prior to any vehicle access to the beach must be ensured.  
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